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Law and Economics may be divided into three related (positive and normative)
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exerclses:

(1) The use of economic methodology for explaining the functions of existing

legal rules and legal decision-making;

(2) A joint research effort of lawyers and economists for exploring the precon-

ditions, mechanisms and effects of institutional choice;

(3) An educational program for promoting a productive dialogue between the

two dominating social sciences, law and economics, for developing state-of-

the-art solutions for complex socio-economic problems.

Professor of Private Law and l¡ternational Business Law and Director, Institute for Compara-

tive Law, Philipps-Universität Marburg, Germany; Professor tr, Law School, University of
Bergen, Norway; Guest Professor, winter term 2005/06, University of St. Gallen. læcture pre-

sentèd at the First International Scientific Conference on Law and Economics at the Univer-

sity of St. Gtillen: N¿w Frontiers of Law and Economics, October 28'2005. The lecture form

is maintained. special thanks for comments to Dr. Felix Maultzsch, LL.M. (NYU), Marburg.
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Elary MacreAy, in his impressive recent account of the ,,Hisrory 
of Law and

Economics" in the Ghent Encyclopedia of Law and Economic. ,mphasizes:r

,,[The approach] explicitry considers legal institutions not as given outside the
economic system, but as variables within it, and rooks at the ãffects of chang_ing one or the other erements of the system. In the economic analysis of law,
legal institutions are treated not as fixed outside the economic ,y;;;*, but be-
longing to the choices to be explained".

At a chicago conference on the future of law and economics in 19972 the dis-
cus_sl*on between Dougras Baird, Gary Becker, Ronald coase, Richard posner
and Richard Epstein stressed, that the original simpricity or tú" upfroach may
have accounted for the huge success of the movement.

They isolate as the four core notions:

1. people maximize;

2. markets clear;

3. the moves make parties better of (,,efficiency,,);
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il. Law rd Economics in Economics

Today law and economics is a standard subject of the economic curriculum

(whether in the US or elsewhere). There are regular contributions in the top

twenty economic joumals, written by highly recognized specialists. A substan-

tial number of scholars who have pioneered or refined institutional analysis

have received the Nobel Prize in economics; the list would be too long to be

quoted in full without further explanation.a The relevance for day-to-day poli-

cy advice is substantial.

Besides a vast literature on nearly all relevant institutions the main theoretical

accomplishments of the last two concern a better understanding of
in markets and

tract and agency , and the and theoretical exploration of

individual and group decision making by economic psychology, experimental

economics and game theory. Here at St. Gallen I should mention that the busi-

ness schools have also greatly benefited from the rigor of the new institutional

analysis. The "economic side" of the economic analysis of law is a huge global

success.

III. Law and Economics in the Law Schools: The Case for
Cooperation

I have been asked to present a European view on the present status of law and

economics - as an academic lawyer who is in the field since the early 70's -
and I will essentially treat the "legal side".

How did law and economics develop in the law schools? Did it matter for the

development of law? What are the achievements and what are the chances of

integrating institutional analysis in legal reasoning?

Obviously, I do not intend to convert all lawyers into economists, but I'd rather

start from an existing specialization. The emphasis is on a discussion of the

of and communication. We face separate disciplines, not

with autonomy of economics, but in the best

4. institutional choice matters.

Every one of these four simple propositions, of courseo has a number of quali-
fications' using the basic paradigm of assuming hypothetical ex-ante bargains
between self-interested individual actors provides substantial insights in the
functioning and possible design of legal rules. This is the bottom{ine of the

;ì lï:1::*prehensive 
applicarion of the theory to an array of core legal subjecrs

I I published by Rrcuann posNER in 1972} I cannot th-ink of any other book
written by a lawyer which has had such an impact on economics as a discipli_
ne.

PosuBn worked and taught in a law school. In the following I will - without
challenging the common core - show that law and economiÃ can be best un_
derstood in a Janus-headed appearance: it looks at both disciprines, and makes
an impact on both. There is raw and economics in economics, and there is law
and economics in law.

a My lirt of relevant institutionally oriented economists would include laureates like e.g. Ken-

n.ih Artor, Friedrich von Hayek, Herbert Simon, James Buchanan, Ronald Coase, Gary

Becker, Douglass North, Reinñard selten, George Akerlof, vernon Smith, Daniel Kahne-

mann, and Thomas Schelling'
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t utlr MACKAA', "History.of Law-and Economics", in; Encyclopedia of Law and Economics
, 1ol. 

I lBouckaert and de Gheesr, eds.) 65 (2000.¡.- DoucLAS G. BARD, ,,The Future of Law and Economics: Looking Forward: Introduction,,(with coniributions of RTcHenD EPSTETN, GARY BECKER, RONALD coASE, MERTON MILLER,
3 RTCHARD posNER) 64 U. Chi.L.Rev.l t2g_1t65 (lgg:,)." RTcHARD A. posNER, Economic Analysis ofLaw 1972(5ú ed. 2005).
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economic :":n:!-m*, ttre q * rti 
" !, :f profes sional speciali 

" ation and inrer-
actlon, and the need for ambassadoriajL services.s

There is a sort of Darwinian rearity of specificity: of the immediate subjects,
their problems, the associated working environment, the routines, training, and
professional history (which has always played an important part in the serf-
esteem of the professions). [t is fortunate, in my view, that Richard posner and
Jean Tirole have different views of the world and have a command of a differ-
ent scientific language and methodology. The advantage of law and economics
is that Posner and Tirole can communicate with each other.

My assessment will be, no doubt, eclectic, personal, and controversial. I start
from the premise that, like on the "economiì side", law and economics today
in the law schools is neither an American nor a European enterprise. It is, in-
deed, an intemational approach.

IV. A Div' 'e Between Common and Civil Law?

In Europe there are, of course, differences from country to counfry' but they

are mostly overrated. One example is the overstatement of the gulf between

coÍnmon law countries and civil law countries, which may have been inspired

by mixing up the concepts of regulation and codification. In the past the hesi-

tant and sometimes cumbersome reception of law and economics in European

countries was attributed to this difference between a judge-made common law

and codified civil law"7 If this factor had been of high significance, we would

have seen a quick and effective reception in England and Scotland and, for

example, a slow reception in Germany. I share CfntStreN KIRCHNER's propo-

sition that the reception in Germany was, at least at times, difficult.s But as I
will show, it has been "reasonably successful". Comparing it to the English

situation I would say that England has at no point become a real bridgehead for

the law and economics reception in Europe.e The difficult case of France indi-

cates an interesting factor for resistance. It is already stressed in MACKAAY's

account: the centralist decision making of the French educational system' No-

body will become an assistant or a law professor in France without the scree-

ninj and consent of the Paris bureaucracy.to However, law and economics is

present in France on the o'economic side" as is demonstrated by last year's im-

pressive collection by CUUOp MÉNARD and colleagues on the new institu-

tional economics.ll lts arrival on the "legal side" is shown by the recent intro-

ductory text, "Economie du droit: le cas françaìs", by ANTHoNY OGUS and

MfCHBl, FAURE, 2002, a true entente cordiale,tz The movement has reached

Paris, although, to paraphrase COASE, it was not always welcome there.l3 The

case of France is also ãn example for the different speed of the reception of

law and economics in the law faculties and law and economics in the econo-

mic departments and business schools.
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There are, for example, European journals, a European Law and Economics
Society, a successful European network of various law and business faculties
within the Erasmus/Socrates scheme, including an impressive doctoral pro-
gram. But are with the same literature and within the pa-
rgligm at the postdoctoral
whowciÍRlffi on issues of corporate governance at
Marburg, may in the next weeks travel to Cambridge, England, and from there
to Columbia or Harvard. She would not spend time on quarrels concerning the
theoretical approach. The concern would be the regulatory context and diffe-
rent basic legal concepts, maybe quirks about the sense or nonsense of the

I

l

concept of shareholder primacy. I should like to remind that in the past there
have been substantial methodological divides between Europe and the us. *,
Think, for example, of the American Legal Realism on one siãe, and German
"Interessenjurisprudenz" on the other.6

5 r19 ,,ryo^ouctive" process of joining the separare styles of analysis for drafting viable ,,consti-
tutions" for economic rransactions is elaboìated in:'Enrcn scniNzn, ",r*.tñ;, Economism,
and Professional Attitudes Toward Insrirurional Design," l4g JrrE rn-i+o-iïôs:l and, id.,"Hare and Hedgehog R:ylft:9' The Regularion of úIarkets rtut H-1 Ër.àieo Regulated

Á Markets," 151 JITE 162-176 (t995)." The differences and similarity a¡e treated in; ERIcH scHANzr, ,,okonomische Analyse in denusA - verbindungsrinien zur realistischen Tradition.,, in: AsstueNN, nncHNrn, 5SHANZE,
Okonomische Analyse des Rechts l_16 (2"d ed. 1993).

t02

? S." 
".g. 

RICHARD POSNER ,,What is Law and Economics Today? An American View", this

volume. It is one or tne early, obviously unshakable articles of faith in the chicago law and

..onã*i"r gospel. The urgu..nt,r.n'* to overlook that the core principles ofcivil law codi

fications arã nõt interest foup driven "regulation" in the US meaning but rather restatements

oiiong tristorical lines ofrule making ofjudicial/jurisprudential origin, however one assesses

the "efficiencv" of the individual solutions.
t äi*trt Ñ'iä."*t*, ,ine ninicutt Reception of Law and Economics in Germany" l1 Intl'

Rev. Law&Econ.277-292 (1991); see also "Einleitung zur Neubearbeitung" in: ASSMANN,

IíRCHNER. SCHANZE (above note 6) at IX-XI'
t Añis;iri* f""Jii ZOOSI the interest at Oxford and at the LSE seems to be less than, for

example, at Cambridge.
l0 S.. M¡cr¡Rv (above note 1) at 84-85.
ll International Library of Law and Economics (MÉNent ed.) 7 vols. (2004).
t, ÁÑrnor.rv OcuS et MTcHBLFAURE, Économie du droit: le cas français (2002).
t' ä'ri-õåoìu,,¡.ãno*i.r and contiguous Disciplines", 7 I'Lagalstudies 201 at207 (1978)'
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V. Reception Top Down or Bottom Up?

with a winking eye I shourd remark ar rhis point that the French and the uscases have, in a way, the common feature of central decision making of theeducational system' Both operate - from a German perspective - top down.
Law and economics was initiated at one of the top us research universities,the university of chicago, and spread, in a relatively short period, to the topten American law schools, which are responsibre for trre stámng of the nexthundred in a total of more rhan 300 raw schoors. The bitter rigrlt ,t HarvardLaw between the factions which I witnessed in my second stay in r97g (inter_viewing my former raw teachers and coileagues on what they thought of lawand economics) was a special case. I assume that, until now, law and econo_mics has not reached the.bortom of the highly stratified pyruJã 

"r 
Americanlaw schools. The competitive factor for iniroducing law and economics in thelaw schools was the daring success of the erite business schools in the BO,s andthe increasing demand for economic expertise in government and industry. Theelite law schoors responded on the ,"u"hing side with portions of training ineconomics. However, I do not want to belittle the ,,fire of r.ort ",rirf,e sophisti_cation of legal reasoning by using law and economics-thintinl, and the im-pressive relevant research in the law schools.

consider, in contrast, the German or swiss situation. Although ranking bet-ween the schoors has become fashionable, the some fifty hw?aculties in theLänder or the Kantone are stilr regarded as almost equal, or at reast organizedin a very flat hierarchy. Almost e'iery faculty considers itself a research facul-ty' and trains, in a long process of two doctorates, professorial staff. proserytes
can only be made on a person-by-person, faculty-ty-faculty basis, but not bythe benign dictatorship of paris oi oi tt 

" "iir" 
us raw schools.

A natural point for expraining bars against the diffusion of superior knowledgefor a.person having worked ror a wtrite next door to the office of RoNelo co-AsE is-,.of course, regulation. In the middle of Europe there are state exams,and a highly regulated regal education. This is, at least r" c"""*y, orientatedat the ideal of educating career judges, who interpret the codified law, Likewi-se' the commentaries.on the principal codificatìons are 
"on*idered 

the highmass for the professorial services. Fiance is an exception at this point, becausethe repertoires or précis are written by the maîtres de conference, the assis_tants.

It is the regr 
- 'ory advantage of Switzerland and particularly the Kanton of

St. Gallen thaL a combination of a study of law and economics in five years is

possible, a fact, which we celebrate with the new MLE program.

VI. The Development of the Literature

What is law and economics today in Europe in terms of the published litera-

ture? For Germany the count for the Ghent encyclopedia (of the late nineties)

offers some sixty pages of more than a thousand entries,l5 indeed a large a-

mount of literature.

t4
see EovuNo w. Krrcu (ed-), "The Fire of Truth: A Remembrance of Law and Economics atChicago te3z-tez0,,,26 J. Law a n."". io:-àä;iiôsà).

If we define economic analYsis of law broadly as a of institutional phe-

nomena easily

numbers. If we were to to those books and articleso which

imply or result in a direct guidance in the interpretation on making of laws or

legal decisions, there may be still more than the listed entries because of the

collection bias, but there would be substantially less. Would we include artic-

les written by economists for economists on institutional issues? This is an

extremely rich literature which plays today a large role in the qualification and

the current work of academic economists. It also relates to the frequent

complaint about the increasing formalism of the relevant papers' If I want to

quatify as an economist, I have probably to comply with the requirements of

the craft, and the craft emphasizes, in my view, largely correctly, models,

regressions and advanced algebra. The literature is a logical consequence of a

rapid specialization and diversification of the subject. Looking back, the Fels

L""turés on The Limits of Organization by KnNNB:rH ARROW,16 the articles

un¿ foof.r of B9RK,I7 Bucg¡r.¡er'r and iuLt-ocK,rs CHEUNcole MANNE,2o

ÑUrrO" and WnqtBR,2l NORTH,22 and, of course, of RrCUenn POSNER,23 seem

to have been written in an age of innocence. This leads to the provocative

15 RoU¡to Km.STEß{, ,,Law and Economics in Germany", in: Encyclopedia of Law and Eco-

nomics vol. I (above note 2) 16O-227 .
16 KrNNerH J. ARRow, The Limirs of Organization (1974).
t7 Rospnr H. BoRK, The Antitrust Paradox (1978).
18 

J¡rutgs BucsANAN and GoRDoN TuLLocK, The Calculus of Consent (1962)'
le Sruv¡N CHsuNc, The Theory of Share Tenancy (1969).

'o Hnl¡*y C. MANNE, ,,Mergeis and the Mæket for Corporate Control", 73 J. Political Econ'

l l0-120 ( 1965).
2t ñicnont R. ÑnlsoN and S.G. WINTER, An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change

( 1982).
22 òoucmss NoRrH, Structure and Change in Economic History (1981)'
,3 pot*e*, above note 4 and his more than twenty books and hundreds of articles.
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quesrron (and possibly an irony): How many papers of the ,,Journal 
of Law andEronomics', are law un¿ 

""ono.i;;;;;;;; roday?
From the comparative perspective it is interesting that law and economics keptan academic stronghold inìne us rurì"ioorr. In Germany, and in almost a'
::f#il,Tïîî::.îJ#ï';,,*:ilit ll -oves were ,".i"rv 

",,rcd out by
nomisrs who we," ,unning ,o*" or tr," ,å1"Ëï"iJ.:fi1irJ:ir""#:l;îîturned at the end of the seventi"., urn'ãrt iì conversion movement, to instituti_onal economics. I shourd mention ,t*ãtri"1"" between EIruK F'RUBOTN andRuooLp RtcgteR and the ruu."qu"rrì"'wutt"rrung"n 

conferences,za whichwere academic efforts on a very ttigh r;u"r * and it was clear that the econo_mists invited the rawyers. rne sâmJcourd 
!e said about initial Münsrer confe-rences organized by Enm B.rrcHnR and HnRo¡R_oo***ii gott effortsgor immediarety pubrisn"g ,r rarìi""rv rrigh ranking periodicals. The old"zeirschrift fiir die qesamre staatswissenschãft,,, ,r," 

"îoãr, ""î"är" journarin Europe, *u, 
"o,r'u"ned into tt " 

,,rournut of Institutional and TheoreticalEconomics". For the rel acaoe,mi" tuffirnvolved in raw and economics inthe seventies, it was easier to ri"o 
"" åi"îrectuar pratform in the estabrishedeconomic circles than for economists ,o ,-nä in the raw schools. The academicentrepreneurship of RtcurpR or BörrcunR

rhe economi" Ho*ì-nuo*o s""¿.î ;:i.,i:ï ;,1,å1"îff'ï i:fi"?creus oTT, for oroanizing ,t 
" iruu"àunoe conferences and the ErasmusProject at Hamburg.ä t: ,T 

""-" il;;;;;;m was rocated in and sponsoredby a reformist law facurty..ny 
"ro...ìffiion of the present situation, how-ever' the Hamburg postgraduãte p-gru.ïiìch is offered to both, rawyers and

iirX;*ttt' 
seems to be much ;Jr ;;;.;;lve for economisrs rhan for raw_
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postgraduate ',rdy. The chance for law and economics lies in the fact that top

law students r,, top law schools, have in many cases a solid undergraduate eco-

nomics education. If I exclude the doubtlessly very important and most rele-

vant cohort of "economic" law and economics scholars in Europe who are

straight qualified as economists and turn to the lawyers, there are currently

four ways for a lawyer to qualify in law and economics:

1. to obtain a degree in both subjects;

2. to study law and economics in a post-graduate study in a leading US law

school;

3. to undertake a doctoral study in the field;

4. to undertake relevant postdoctoral studies (Habilitation).

The five year study at St. Gallen leading to a law degree is indeed an innova-

tion. Until today, law and economics in the academic training in Europe (and I
include the economics departments at this point) is largely a postgraduate or

postdoctoral affair. Turning to the literature one can say that the "legal" lawy-

ers/economists afe mostly publishing books and do not publish in periodicals.

In contrast, the "economic" law and economics scholars mostly publish in
journals.

¡_IàÞ

Let me digress on the relation of education,
The study of law in the US, unlike i" ;;;;

professional training, and writing.
other countries in the world, isi

The writing of books of the cohort of legal scholars leads - in individual cases

- to remarkable achievements which would not enter easily in the picture of

the typical law and economics society perception of law and economics

literature. In some way they still remind me of C¿leBRnSI's and POSNER's

early publications.

As law and economics persons we believe in the productive virtue of individu-

alism and competition. There is a wealth of literature which does not come to

the attention of an economist, who would send out questionnaires to the facul-

ties on books and articles on law and economics.2s I am not talking about those

textbooks, legal dissertations or Habilitationsschriften, which have either
o'economic analysis" in their title or which have been sponsored at the law fac-

ulties by the usual suspects like PsrBn BEHRENS, CHRISTIAN KIRCHNER, FRE-

DRIçH KÜBLER, INCO KOIIER, WERNHERD MÖSCHEL, ERICH SCHANZE, OT

nown the second generation of true believers. There are hundreds of disser-

tations, typically books of 200-300 pages and some thirty Habilitationsschrif-

ten, typically between 300 and 1000 pages containing major chapters on law

t06
28 A, in the case of the collection by KIRSTEIN for the Encyclopedia (above note 5)
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and economics, using more or less intensively the relevant international litera-
ture.

A substantial percentage 
ir gtiq"."q, illustrating mainly the own learning

process of the writer. But thatãã! bãtiue for many law review articles written
by young law and economics scholars in the us. The more interesting books
are those, where the bright young scholar is in a fight with her or his master _
and many minor battles have been fought in the past, sometimes ending at par,
Typically she or he will come back from his/her LI-.rvr. year atone of the lead-
ing law schools and then write a dissertation as an assistant.

A good example is H.RST Ennwvüt-t-BR's "Effizienz als Rechtsprinzip,, (ef-
ficiency as legal principle)2e written in Munich under the supervision of two
prominent professors who had a very clear taste for law as an autonomous dis_
cipline. The thoughtful exposition of efficiency as a regal principle ends in a
compromise, which the author, now himself a member of the Munich fäculty,
supervising a good number of law and economics dissertations, would defend
today in rearguard action.

Economic analysis, EIDENMüLLER suggests, is a brilriant tool for designing
legal policy in the legislatures. But judges should rather abstain. He would
probably argue, which I appreciate, that it is not up to the judges to legislate.
But it is also common sense that judges do legislate, and so the distinction is
rather artificial.

ANDREAS BLescHczoK, a remarkable schorar who died in the age of 47 in
2000 wrote in the early nineties his book on strict liability and ailocation of
risk3. at Passau, again under the supervision of an outspoken .,autonomist,,. I
translate the moving lines of thanks to his teacher in the introduction. It is a
long German sentence which is hard to translate. ,,It is impossible to express
adequate thanks to my academic teacher. Not only in his own research interest,
but also in the interest of my own work, he familiarized himself with the not
quite common way of thinking calred economic analysis of raw, so that I
constantly received support and encouragement from him.,'31

lå T:T:Up:NMüLLER, Effizienzats Rechrsprinzip (1995, 2nd ed 1998).

,, fll_?^lotjlAscrczoK, Gefährdungshafrung und Risikozuweisun g ('1993).
tdem, pretace at Vl ltransl. E.S.l.
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HOLGER FLp'^lgER32 and GnnCOR THÜSINC,33 in a similar situation at Co-

logne, includr,- large parts of law and economics in their books, in the case of

Fiutsc"un on informational asymmetry in contract law, and in THüSIN6's

case on the calculation of damages. Both concede to their masters that law and

economics alone does not suffice for resolving legal problems' They state

firmly that solutions reached by economic analysis have to be underpinned by

considerations of balancing of values.

My enthusiasm for the many white knights fighting for the cause of law and

ectnomics in difficult terrain was slightly dampened in one case, which may

be also one of many. I met a brilliant assistant of a former colleague of mine,

who told me to my surprise: "You will be delighted to hear that I have written

a major chapter on the law and economics of information in my Habilitations-

schrift. But the manuscript was long enough. I have not submitted that part to

the faculty, as you will understand..." This does not mean that he is lost for the

flock. If a brilliant young girl or boy will come back from their LL.M.s in the

US, this professor will certainly supervise them without resistance and will not

urge them to select a topic outside law and economics'

Despite the fact that law and economics does not feature prominently in law

teaching,3a it has become an established research approach - at least in the area

I am working in, the law of business transactions such as contracts, corpora-

tions, or issuãs of regulation. Increasingly I see state-of-the-art work in a com-

parative perspective which would decorate every leading us law review' I am

¡'ust ,euiåwing an original paper on the remedial aspects of efficient breach

which will cany the US discussion further'

32 HoLcgn FLEISCHER, Informationsasymmetrie im Vertragsrecht (2001)' especially at 28-70,

07,_14)
,, ôiuãó* r"rJsnrc, Wertende Schadensberechnung (2001), especially 334-425' See also, e'g"

the Habilitationsschriften by HERtsERr HnrE, Èerufshaftung (1996) and sr¡r¡N GRUND-

MANN, Der rreutran¿verrig-(1SSZ), MARTß{ HENSSLER, Risiko als Vertragsgegenstand

iisgìj ".- 
nuronueno Bu,cñn, Bereicherung durch Eingriff (2002). An excellent recent

à*u*óf""f a Swiss Habilitationsschrift is Mimus R'FFNER, Die ökonomischen Grundlagen

eines Rechts der Publikumsgesellschaft (2000); for Ausüia see e.g. Geonc GRAF, Vertfag

und Vernunft (1997).* Ail;;Ë;-'..p,1í'i, the brilliant textbook on torts which can now be regæded as the lead-

ing German t"*t on t6r'ruîj.l gm¡r rorz and crnrLcn¡ WA6NER, Dõliktsrecht (10ù ed

200s).
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VtrI. The Students' Choice

Law and economics has become an attractive intelrectual enterprise in Europe.Let me cite a further example concerning a recent block semina r.0.5 vo of theGerman students receive support from tñe studienstiftung des Deutschen vol_kes, a national foundation foi the best students. senior felrows organizeyearlyconferences for the junior fellows selecting topics of their choice which arescreened in a competition between teams. Instructors are selected nationwideby the students. Last year law and economics was one of the iew chosen top_ics, and a conference was organized in a croister in Bavaria.3s Ii was quickryoverbooked. From the papers and presentations it was one of the liveliest e_vents I have experienced in the last years. students mainry came from law,economics, and a few from the poriticar sciences. ln tt" 
"í¿, 

tr,e conferenceresults were critically summariràd. T"n years ago I would have expected afundamental critique of the basic assumptions of economics as a science ofsocial engineering. At Frauenchiemsee ,h" ,n"rrug" was: we wil make anyeffort for improving the communication between the subjects; we will studythe other fierd more intensely. To institutionarize this kinä of diatogue is ex_actly the aim of the St. Gallen MLE program.

VilI. The Example of European Company Law: The Cen-tros Doctrine

Does law and economics reasoning affect legal practice?36 I will present a sin_gle example on the European level which seems to me of high practical sig-nificance.

In the Nineties a Danish couple wanted to register an English Limited estab-lished for the purpose of trading with wines and spirits in Denmark." in"l"g-

ì
t

t
t
i
I
i

:

istry asked fc ompliance with the Danish requirements of minimum capitali-

zation. The European Court of Justice in 1999 considered this as an impedi-

ment against the freedom of establishment and argued that creditor protection

may be achieved by contractual means and by the harmonized publicity requi-

rements of the European directives. The same reasoning was applied in a case

in which the German courts did not recognize a Dutch company operating in

Germany. Finally, in 2003, a plenary decision by the court concerning a Dutch

legislation against so-called pseudo-foreign corporations consolidated this line

of reasoning.3s The rationale in Centros and the other cases is almost a text-

book applicãtion of PosNER's original text on corporate law3e:

"Limited Liability is a means not of eliminating the risks of entrepreneurial

failure, but of shifting them from individual investors to the voluntary and in-

voluntary creditors of the corporation - it is they who bear the risk of cotporate

default. Creditors must be paid to bear this risk... It has been argued that limi-

ted liability enables a business to externalize the risk of failure. The voluntary

lender, however, is fully compensated for the risk of default by a higher inter-

est rate that the corporation must pay the lenders by virtue of its limited liabil-

ity..."

The decision line of the European Court of Justice has the salutary effect that

the corporate law jurisdictions will have to compete for entrepreneurs in

Europe. The option alone has induced national legislators to clean up the com-

pany laws und to offer less onerous conditions for incorporation. One should

mention at this point that institutional competition does not fully match the

concept of competition between sellers of goods. My principal explanation of

the institutional choice, for example of Delaware, is neither racing to the bot-

tom nor to the top, but rather the selection of the most standardized regime

including its qualified service industry in bench and bar'40

Not all European policies for creating access to a single market are, to be sure,

inspired by law and economics reasoning. The harmonization in the consumer

und lubo, markets has, despite its effect of opening up the relevant markets,

clear disadvantages of overregulation, patemalism, and in part rent-seeking of35

36
ilTitüi1':iî%des 

Deutschen volkes, Konrerenz,,Rechr und ökonomie.., Frauenchiemsee,

The economist HANS-BERND scHÄFER remarked in his presentation at this conference that theimpact of law and economics on court ¿..iJã"r'i"ä.rmany is negligible. The question iswhether the expricit formar use ot 
""*o-i. t¡r.o.yìnì".irio,i, rrr,rãnîs aìroìä t tne us¡is a necessary sign of the theoretical r...ption. l-ríouio u.gu. against a shorthand reception ofeconomic jargon and amateurism in legai decisionr. ltylir,i. consistency in written justifica-tions of legal decisions h il lin*r*¡;il;;ffiË;l cerraintv and oi a rarional legal dis-course. In this sense I share some of EIDENMüLLE*i, .uu.ut, against the ..use,, of law andeconomics in judicial reasoning (see above *træ-uno related text). However, there is nodoubt about rhe power of sotid ;.àno¡ni. ,*r;;ì;;;" *" preadings; ;il;;;;;ij.ite manyexamples where the judicial decisions r"n..l""ånJrni. arguments.

1? Cur" C-2l2lg'l,Centros Ltd. v. Erhvervs-og Selskabsstyrelsen [1999] ECR-I-1459; on this

case and the following: ERICH SCHANZE, Thé recognition principle - Tracing Sir Thomas' vi-

sion to present European law, in: cAney MILLER and Rgro (eds.)' A Mixed Legal system in

Transition, 293-30 I (2005)'

" c*. õ-iãi¡ol, KaÀer ván Koophandel en Fabrieken voor Amsterdam v, Inspire Art Ltd'

t20031 EcR I-10155.

'n þnÑËo (note 4). l" edition at 174-179;2nd edition at292-296'
o0 S"" ÈnrcH Scú,qNze, ,,International Standards - Functions and Links to Law," in: Interna-

tional Standa¡ds and the Law (P. Nossl ed.) 83-103, at 89 (2005)'
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' the specific crienteles. The dereguration in the field of, npany law corre_sponds with the estabrishment of a reguratory thicket ir n", J¡ungle in somefields of capital market regulation, which does not seem to beinspired by ef_

l:n: 
ar facilitating transactions on these markets, but rather to attract businessror consultants.

But there are indications that raw and economics reasoning has had a pervasive
impact on the style of regislation in the last twenry years. A brilriant exampre isthe increasing use of sunset laws, moreover, the increasing consciousness thatthere should be serious prior guesses about the cost of a specific regulation.The discussions about competition law and takeover law rave largely beenstructured in law and economics terms. The technology of environmental regu_lation cannot be understood without recourse to the principres of economic
analysis of the institutional choices. The work of the Joint uK Law commissi-ons concerning company law reform was heavily inspired by advice in termsof law and economics.al

IX. Law and Economics Ín the Design of Business Tþansac-
tions

The most important, but also most discreet phenomenon of grobal progress oflaw and economics is - in my view - achieved in the aiea of structuringcomplex business transactions. Examples: The structuring of new products inthe security markets' the innovativ" urrung"*"nts in the supply and marketing
chains including dedicated internet platfãrms, the organizaìitn of industrialprojects and of knowredge systems, the rogistics of international transport, ser-vicing, accounting and debt clearing.a2

some of my colleagues point out that they can teach contract and corporationlaw without much reference to economics. They would probabry concede thatthe new arrangements are outwith their reach. The ad^vanced" arrangements
which I have in mind, can only be developed, maintained, and in the end - if atall necessary - adjudicated if a "synthetic approach,, between ,rr" ,*" pr"r"r-
sions of lawyers and economists is observå.., Muy r;J;;u rhat thebreakdown of one of the most respectable European trading houses was caused

by a misundr anding of an extremely complex long-term hedging strategy?

In the case happening in 1994 neither the management could fully explain

what they had done nor did the relevant financing banks understand the

scheme.

On the whole, the theory of incentive compatible contracts is a most useful

analytical tool, but it is useless without a deep involvement in the practice of

transacting, and that is still the domain of lawyers. In the area of institutional

design both lawyers and economists have to develop a strong capability of

rp""ãy and easy transfer of knowledge, which requires a solid understanding

of the specialized knowledge systems in law and in economics'

Obviously, I am not pleading for lawyers, who spend their evenings by study-

ing the latest articles in the top twenty economic journals. Nor do I require

from a young economist to study all details of a specific area of the law' pos-

sibly including the necessary comparative aspects. I believe in specialization,

but I also believe in interface capability.

Initially I referred to a joint academic effort for explaining the preconditions,

mechanisms and effects of institutional choice. But I also emphasized that the

academic effon has to be matched by an educational program promoting a dia-

logue between lawyers and economists'

The elite law schools in the US have pioneered this project. We have every

reason to believe that a prominent European research university like St' Gallen

will also be successful with its new program.

I stafted my lecture by calling law and economics a Janus-Headed approach.

Janus is a double-faced Roman god of great significance. He protects the pub-

lic doors and passages ,ao Law and economics provides the necessary doors and

passages for iackling complex socio-economic problems. This is my view of

iu* un¿ economics, how it ought to be, from a European perspective'

4l
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For example: sMoN DEAKTN and A. HucHEs, Directors, duties: empirical findings, RepoÍ tothe Law Commission (1999).
see e'g' ERrcH S.HANZE,Symbiotic,Arrangements", in: The New palgrave for Economicsand rhe Law, vol 3 (p. Nnwrraeiv ed.) ss¿_ssíf isg¡lj ' 

'

See Scgenze, above note 5.
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44,,Janus", in: Der Kleine Pauly - Lexikon der Antike vol' 3, 13 1 1-13 14 (191 5)'
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